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Abstract 

We report the results of a search for the leptonic decay D+ + p+vcl using 

the Mark III detector at SPEAR. A data sample of 9.3 pb-l collected at the 

+(3770) resonance yields no signal events, corresponding to a 90% C.L. upper 

limit of 7.2 x 10m4 on the branching ratio B(D+ + p+vcc). This represents an 

upper limit on the pseudoscalar decay constant Jo of 290-MeV/c2. 
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The decay constant fD characterizes the magnitude of the charged weak 

axial vector current matrix element in D+ decay,[‘] and is a direct measure of 

the overlap of the wavefunctions of the heavy and light quarks in the meson. 

It thus plays a fundamental role in the understanding of extensions to the light 

quark spectator model, such as W-exchange and W-annihilation processes,‘““” 

and enters in the evaluation of second order weak diagrams leading to DoDo 

mixing. “’ In many models Ia1 a measurement of fD provides a phenomenological 

bound on Jo which, when combined with the observed rate for BdBdi6’ and 

BBBB”’ mixing, may yield a lower bound on the mass of the top quark.“’ 

A measurement of the leptonic decay of the D+ provides an unambiguous 

determination of fD :[‘I 

B(D+ + p+v) = I’(D+ --+ P+V) G$ 2 
l’(D+ + all) 

= -&DTDmDmE/ Vcd 1’ (1) 

where mg is the meson mass, mp the muon mass, V..d the Kobayashi-Maskawa 

matrix element, GF the Fermi constant, and r~ the lifetime of the D+. 

This Letter reports the results of a search for the decay D+ + p+~~[‘~ 

using the Mark III detector’“’ at the e+e- storage ring SPEAR. The data were 

obtained at an average energy of 4s = 3.768 GeV, near the peak of the $~(3770). 

The integrated luminosity of 9.3 pb-’ corresponds to N 2 x lo4 produced D+D- 

pairs. ‘12’ Events are selected in which one D- hadronic decay candidate is found. 

The recoil system is examined for evidence of D+ + ~+v~, thus providing 

a direct measurement of the absolute branching ratio B(DS + P+Y~). The 
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D- candidates (tags) are selected as follows: charged particles are identified by 

time-of-flight (TOF) or by energy loss (dE/d x in the drift chamber. Seven final ) 

states are reconstructed: K+~T-T-, K”?r-, K’?r-r-n+, K”~-rO, K+vr-nT-no, 

K°K-, and K+K-T-. The total energy of the candidate is constrained to the 

beam energy; if the final state contains a 7r”, the 7r” mass is imposed as an 

additional constraint. A D- tag candidate must have a mass between 1.862 and 

1.875 GeV/c2. This procedure”31 results in 2490 f 42 f 42 identified D- tags 

(Fig. 1). 

The isolation of p+tvP candidates proceeds as follows. The recoil to a tag is 

required to contain exactly one track with the expected charge. The data are 

then separated into two classes depending on whether the recoil track is within 

:the acceptance of the muon detection system (I cos 8 I< 0.65, where 8 is the polar 

angle from the beam axis), or is detected only in the central tracking chamber 

and the calorimeter (0.65 < 1 cos 8 1 2 0.92). 

Recoil tracks within the acceptance of the muon system are subjected to one 

further requirement to reject hadrons: two (one) layers are required to be hit 

for track momenta p, > 1 GeV/c (pP < 1 GeV/c). As the 95%(90%) rejection 

of r(K) mesons provided by the muon system is sufficient for this analysis, no 

further event topology cuts are applied to this sample.“” 

For recoil tracks outside the acceptance of the muon system, the barrel and 

endcap calorimeters (0.4 absorption lengths) provide some hadron rejection. The 

reduction of 7~ and K backgrounds is achieved by requiring the candidate recoil 

muon to deposit less than 300 MeV in the calorimeter.“” Those tracks within 

the acceptance of the TOF or dE/dx systems must have identification consistent 

C 
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with a p hypothesis. 

Events with a recoil track lying outside the muon system are subjected to 

further cuts to suppress backgrounds. The principal sources of background to 

the p+vP signal are the hadronic decays D+ + rT+ro, K”d, K°K+, K”p+, 

and the semileptonic decays D+ + KO~+Y~, ii’*Op+v,, and 7r”p+vP. Those 

background events containing direct TO’S or daughter x0’s from Kg + ~~~~ are 

rejected by requiring the absence of any isolated photons in an event.‘161 This 

cut also rejects those Kx which interact in the shower counter. The fraction of 

interacting Kg is modeled using the decays J/T) + KiK& Kg -+ 7r+r- and 

J/+ --+ +L+ + K:K:, K$ + T+?T- from a separate data set. [“’ 

Kinematic variables are used to separate remaining p+vP candidate events 

from background. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of p, versus the square of the 

missing mass (Mki,,) in each event. The p, distribution for two-body ,u+v~ 

events is limited to the region indicated in Fig. 3. Figure 3 also shows the p, 

projection of the observed events. Requiring 0.775 < p, < 1.125 GeV/c loses 2% 

of an expected signal while retaining 18 events in the data. The final separation 

of a p+vP signal from background is obtained from the Mkiss distribution, whose 

projection after the cut on p, is shown in Fig. 4. A Gaussian peak near MLiss= 0 

is expected for D+ + /J+Y~, while a peak near rnz, or m&, is expected for the 

two-body backgrounds. The distribution peaks at higher Mki,, in the case of 

three-body backgrounds with or without missing neutrinos. No event appears 

near Mkiss= 0. 

A maximum likelihood fit to the Mkiss distribution, incorporating shape 

information on the background both in and above the signal region, provides an 
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* ;- upper limit on the number of p+uL( events.‘181 The acceptance for D+ + P+Q 
. varies by less than 3% for the seven different tagging modes; the weighted 

average acceptance is 0.74 f 0.01. An upper limit on the branching fraction 

B(D+ + p+~~) is obtained by performing a likelihood ratio test.“” This 

procedure gives B( D+ + p+vcc) 5 6.1 x low4 at the 90% Confidence Level (C.L.), 

corresponding to 1.5 produced events. Inclusion of systematic errors I”’ increases 

this to 7.2 x 10-4.‘z11 Using a D’ lifetime of (10.9 f 0.3 f 0.25) x 10-13s,‘221 and 

1 vcd 12= 0.04% ,‘231 gives fD < 290 MeV/c2. [“I 

For comparison, a Bayesian application[251 
- 

of Poisson statistics, with zero 

observed events, yields an upper limit of B(D+ ---) p+vp) < 13.6 x 10B4 at the 

90% C.L., corresponding to 2.3 signal events. The limit on fD would be 390 

The limit on fD provides a constraint on non-spectator contributions to weak 

hadronic charmed meson decay. It rules out the large value of Jo required by 

perturbative calculations”’ to explain the ratio T(D+)/T(DO) k: 2.4. It does 

not, however, exclude non-perturbative mechanisms I31 proposed to enhance W- 

exchange contributions to the Do width. 

. 

-- _ .1. 

Most models’s1 [261 conclude that the pseudoscalar decay constants for mesons 

containing different species of heavy quarks are ordered in magnitude fD 2 fB 2 Jo. 

This limit on fD may thus be interpreted as a phenomenological bound on Jo. 

Specific calculations”’ lie in the range 0.6 < f~/ fD < 0.95. Estimates”’ of lower 

limits on the top quark mass based on the recent observation of BOB0 mixing”“’ 

r;: 
-- 

have employed theoretical values of fB significantly below this bound. If the 

limit obtained herein were used, these calculations would result in less stringent 
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;- bounds.‘2”- on the top quark mass. 
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* ,:.- FIGURE CAPTIQNS 

1. Combined mass plot for the seven D- tags used in this analysis: 

K+mr-, KOn--, K”,-T-T+, K”mro, K+mnr”, KOK-, 

and K+K-T-. 

_ 2. Scatter plot of p, ws MLi,, for the data. Dashed lines indicate the 

momentum cut and the region in MLiss that is fit. 

3. Momentum of recoil muons, pcl, for tagged D- candidates (solid line) and 

for Monte Carlo generated events (dashed line). 

4. The Mkies distribution. The best fit (containing no pt+vcL events) is shown 

as a solid line; the dashed line corresponds to the 90% C.L. limit of 1.5 

produced events. 
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